
SMARTER WORK  

WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST  

SMB WORK FROM HOME CAMPAIGN GUIDE



Now, more than ever, we’re seeing a rapid change in the way the world does 

business, and where the world does business from, making technology 

more essential than ever. And when it comes to getting work done, 71% of 

SMBs use desktops as their primary PC1, which can make working at home a 

huge challenge for many and has greatly increased the demand for mobile, 

work-from-home devices. That’s why we’ve designed the Work From Home 

Campaign—to help you connect with customers while enabling sales through 

smarter, Work From Home technology.

Thought Leadership Content 
Articles, infographics, and videos 

designed to help you promote the 

Work From Home campaign to  

your customers. 

Sales Enablement Tools  
Customizable flyers designed to 

help you promote the Work From 

Home Tech Bundle. 

Emails 

A series of three, customizable email 

templates that can be modified for 

your purpose and promote the Work 

From Home campaign and Work 

From Home Tech Bundle.

Social Media Assets 
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter 

posts and videos to help you 

promote the Work From Home 

offers and campaign. 

1 Forrester EX study, 2019.



THOUGHT LEADERSHIP CONTENT 

Long Form Articles 

 » Help customers improve security with 4 

tips on optimizing this new way of work

 » Enable customers to enhance IT with 3 

ways to boost productivity

Infographics 

 » Showcase your understanding of the 

current environment  

 » Provide tips and tricks on adapting to 

working from home

 » Promote Work From Home Lenovo 

devices and accessories

Short Form Articles

 » Help inform customers of how they can 

keep their data secure at home 

 » Showcase the way Lenovo technology can 

help customers remain productive at home 

 » Provide information on how customers can 

create a comfortable workspace

 » Give details on how to make the most of 

web conferencing

Videos

 » Present a visual way for customers to 

maximize working from home 

 » Show customers how to maintain their PC 

at peak performance 

 » Help customers achieve success with 

remote work

THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP

https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EZzO0qLrwGZIhps0Bdfbj4EBxrMt0xYJkVuyaADIKFpXSA?e=5vovDd
https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EdQMfNQ2y4ZGn_5vPL_ht5MBg1z5GsngCPgZmqm4ifRwbw?e=nkgZ1O
https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EYplA1GEyshFsRLc1PUVxGkBPxcFF2l-SiS1zwQfHzOf5A?e=CfdNmt
https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EbAmbm_sBhBGqhvu36hmVwIBhByTCKgwoY2esrrAIicAqQ?e=gP1nhd


Twitter Video Posts 
Video campaign assets to be shared 

with your Twitter followers

Twitter Posts 
Static campaign assets to be shared 

with your Twitter followers

SOCIAL MEDIA ASSETS

Facebook Posts 
Static campaign assets to be shared 

with your Facebook connections

Facebook Video Posts 
Video campaign assets to be shared with 

your Facebook connections

LinkedIn Posts 
Static campaign assets to be shared 

with your LinkedIn audience

https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EVpWPbJroINMqHq6EbYnm0sBkUtb_HC3YGbt5m2ofdvgVw?e=M6ffT2
https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EQpf17wHJdBNsM1XPffokc0Bbv8tgwqAsiKPvstAcaRIdQ?e=J8QEPU
https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EZSs1Evw7ShKp5RU5rhpH1UBWhawe4Ill8-qyxrT52CQZA?e=sP7fk0
https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EaxrD7Ku1x9LpsJRMRQA_sYBOtE74ORvLpdi6Bsv57HtxA?e=4aTwdu
https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/Ec7-78WCM6tMlXrsghtH4TcBkSV2hDYf-UAFWLtFJ7ly7w?e=rKYenm


CUSTOMIZABLE EMAIL TEMPLATES

Email Template One

 » Raise awareness around the changing 

business environment 

 » Promote exclusive Work From Home  

Tech Bundle  

 » Encourage customers to learn more  

about Lenovo services 

Be sure to add your custom content and change the CTA URLs accordingly before deploying.

Email Template Two

 » Share Work From Home thought  

leadership content 

 » Promote exclusive Work From Home  

Tech Bundle  

 » Showcase ready to ship products

Email Template Three

 » Provide Work From Home tips and content 

 » Promote the exclusive Work From Home 

Tech Bundle 

 » Encourage customers to explore related 

services and accessories

https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EZCXRb63jZdCgq7hktwy1SMBkX5myuCojzcg4fR-eUUo9w?e=egxqH1
https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/EUfXEaukFwRPoKsHaZvhOxgBkvCgdqwgR3HOQGs19tVS1A?e=LINEe2
https://cargollc-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/sgregory_thecargoagency_com/ERDBHbT-0P1Cgne6rYVNUf4BbcOk2DbE3hAkNz1SRBhzfA?e=Psl8O9


SALES ENABLEMENT

Work From Home  
Tech Bundle Flyer 

Generic

 » Featuring a ready to deploy flyer describing 

the Work From Home Campaign 

 » Designed to promote the Work From Home 

Tech Bundle

Work From Home  
Tech Bundle Flyer 
Customizable

 » Featuring a brandable flyer describing the 

Work From Home Campaign 

 » Promoting the Work From Home Tech 

Bundle and purchasing options

Workstation Work From Home 
Bundle Information 
Internal Partner Asset

 » Featuring an interactive flyer highlighting 

workstation offers

 » Designed to enable you to sell workstation 

products built for remote work



CONTACT US

For questions or support, please contact: 

Josh Downing

jdowning@lenovo.com

Channel Marketing Manager

NA Marketing

Lenovo US & CA

Michelle Wiese

mwiese@lenovo.com

SMB Segment Marketing Manager

NA Marketing

Lenovo US & CA
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The best devices in the world run 
Windows 10 Pro.


1 All research mentioned in this Point of View is 
taken from Lenovo Internal Research, 2020.


Remote workplaces need to support the shiny, 
new technologies we’re increasingly used to 
as consumers, while delivering the superior 
performance and reliability that business 
demands. Work is no longer a designated 
space in the office but an activity that we do, 
when and where we choose, whether that’s 
a coffee shop or in a home office. 


Even now, current events are changing the 
balance in our working lives. Remote working 
that was once a nice-to-have for employees is 
now a necessity. As the new norm, some 70% 
of companies either encourage or even require 
people to work remotely1.


And it’s not just a short-term change. Now that 
move to remote working has been made there’s 
no going back. Most people (77%) believe it is 
here to stay.


If there’s one thing that current events have shown, it is that nothing will 
be the same again. In particular, the way we work. The new workforce, 
now spanning the different workstyles of five generations, has already 
changed the way our businesses are organized. Our workplaces have 
to be far more flexible. 


Enable remote working,  
your way.
3 ways technology enables IT to plug the productivity gap.


of people believe remote 
working is here to stay77% 







Enable remote working, your way.


3 steps to make remote working 
work for you. 


Get the right remote working 
technology


57% of companies offered additional tech 
or tools for remote working. 


If you have you been holding back from investing 
in remote technologies to see if it’s just a 
temporary phase, don’t. Invest now or miss out. 
Any investment made today won’t be wasted. 
But be selective. Investing in remote working 
doesn’t mean giving the same technology to all. 
Individual employees will benefit from different 
devices to help them work most productively, 
just as they do in the office. So, consider for 
different employees what is the technology that 
works best for them.


• Should it be portable? 
Even in the office, people like the flexibility 
to take their laptops into meetings and 
elsewhere. For those on the go mobility is 
essential. But even those working remotely 
in one spot, such as the home office, might 
appreciate the flexibility of a mobile device 
that allows them to move from desk to 
kitchen table or elsewhere.


• What will help their productivity?  
Those who regularly work with large 
spreadsheets or big graphics will find their 
work hampered by switching to a small 
screen device. Make sure that they have 
access to a large second monitor.


• Do they need extra power?  
Engineers, designers and the like who need 
to work remotely must have access to mobile 
and desktop versions of the workstations they 
use in the office, so there’s no compromise 
on performance or productivity.


1


Mind the (productivity) gap
Well, that’s not a bad thing, is it, if we’ve been 
working towards more flexible, remote working 
for a while? Indeed, much of the structure is in 
place. What has changed is the sheer speed 
with which we’ve moved from mainly office-
based workers to remote workers. Events 
have meant that there was little notice for 
IT and no time to gear up preparations.


While this has been a test of the inventiveness and 
resourcefulness of companies and individuals, 
it’s main impact has been on productivity.


Without the familiarity of well-used 
systems and processes in place, it is simply 
taking more time to do less work. 


In fact, our research shows that more than 
a third (37%) of employees believe they 
don’t work as productively when they are 
working remotely, as they do in the office. 


Such a drop in productivity is a hard hit for 
any business. But it is possible to plug the 
gap by following these key steps to take 
advantage of the technology that makes 
remote working easier and more efficient.


Make it all about team-work


38% of companies introduced more team 
communications software for remote workers.


Although remote-working individuals may be 
physically separate, they are very much part 
of a virtual team that needs to be constantly 
in touch. So there is not surprisingly a much 
greater reliance on having powerful, easy-
to-use communication and collaboration 
software, such as Microsoft Teams. To get 
the most from it, you should consider:


• Hard to beat hardware—powerful and reliable 
enough to run conferencing software smoothly 
without constant refreshes and restarts. 
Simple plug-and-play conferencing, such as 
hot buttons to start and stop meetings, aids 
productivity by reducing time wasted.


2







For more information about remote working solutions, contact your 
Lenovo Business Partner, today.
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Enable remote working, your way.


Train employees to be their own 
tech support


37% of companies supplied training materials 
on remote technologies.


No amount of tech is useful, if people find it too 
complicated to work or it’s unreliable. How much 
working time is lost by people hanging on the 
phone trying to get through to the IT helpdesk 
or once a problem is reported waiting for it to 
be sorted?


It’s never too late to prepare your people to 
work more productively by providing training 
on the technology–hardware and software–that 
they use. This not only includes advice on work 
devices, such as laptops or workstations, but 
also how to make the most of their remote setup, 
such as improving broadband signals.


The more you invest in sharing the wealth of 
technical knowledge in your enterprise, the more 
self-sufficient your users will be, which reduces 
helpdesk traffic and the burden on IT.


Ultimately, it also pays off, by making remote-
working employees feel more positive about 
their contribution to the success of the company.


On our website you’ll find some useful videos, 
articles and infographic style hints and tips, 
to help you enable remote working, your way.


3


We like to give people the freedom 
to work where they want, safe in 
the knowledge that they have the 
drive and expertise to perform 
excellently, whether they’re at their 
desk or in their kitchen. Yours truly 
has never worked out of an office, 
and never will.” 


Sir Richard Branson.


• Get everyone in the picture—make sure
everyone has access to videoconferencing
to raise visibility and prevent the sense of
isolation that can come with remote working.
It doesn’t matter if there are various video-
conferencing technologies in use across the
enterprise. Simply decide on the one you
want to use and stick with that.


• Take sound advice—pick accessories that
make it easier to work efficiently, such as
noise-cancelling headphones for better
audio on calls and distraction-free working.



https://www.lenovo.com/remoteworking






1  https://itpeernetwork.intel.com/fastest-wi-fi-three-things-know-about-802-11ax/#gs.1sm923  


2  https://www.aviva.com/newsroom/news-releases/2020/01/tech-nation-number-of-internet-connected-devices-grows-to-10-per-home/ 
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For more information about remote working solutions, 
contact your Lenovo Business Partner, today.


Lenovo machines are made for business, 
helping you to get the best experience 
of working on your home  
WiFi network. 


INVEST IN A MODERN,  
POWERFUL LAPTOP


LATER:


Remember, not  
all PC antennae  
are made equal


The Lenovo ThinkPad and 
ThinkBook 14 and 15 use 
clever design and materials to 
detect and retain high quality 
signal over distance, even with 
potentially disruptive barriers 
in between.


ThinkBook Plus


ThinkBook 14


If you can’t upgrade your PC, get an affordable 
WiFi 6 adapter that plugs into a USB port.


Adjust the router’s 
Quality of Service (QOS) 


settings to prioritize 
bandwidth for web 
conferencing and  


work apps


Check the 
important 
connections


Set your work devices 
to operate on 5GHz 


frequency, which should 
reduce interference from 


other home devices


FINE-TUNE YOUR  
ROUTER SETTINGS


Working from home means your network may be divided  
between business and domestic use. 


Upgrade your  
internet connection 


speed so you can work 
more efficiently


Free WiFi 
optimization  
apps will 
help you to:


• Discover which channel 
has the least “crowding”. 
Then, manually 
configure your  
router to transmit  
on that frequency. 


• Reduce signal 
interruptions by finding 
the optimal router 
placement. Often this 
will be up high,  
away from metal  
and glass surfaces.


NEXT:


A


D


B C


• Make sure your devices aren’t sharing the same IP address  
on your local network 


• Check that DHCP is enabled in your router control panel


• Reboot your devices. Reboot your router


More than 10 devices  
are competing for bandwidth  


in the average UK home.2 


Smart TV


Smart TV


Smartphone


Smartphone


Desktop


Desktop


Desktop


Laptop


Tablet


Tablet


Laptop


Better handling  
of multiple  


devices (IoT)


Up to 40% faster  
single-user  
data speed


4x more throughput  
per user in crowded 


environments


Better power 
efficiency  


improves device 
battery life


MODERNIZE YOUR ROUTER


RIGHT NOW:


Get a router with a multi-core processor that offers  
dual-band frequencies. This is important for speed,  
capacity and network management capabilities.


WiFi 6 IS THE LATEST GENERATION,  
OFFICIALLY CERTIFIED IN SEPTEMBER 2019.


Compared to the previous generation, it gives you:1


 


Sharpen up your WiFi at home so you can be ready for the 
next big job. Bandwidth-intensive cloud applications, video 


conferencing and accessing your VPN require a fast and reliable 
connection. Follow the steps below to ensure you’re working  


with a clear signal.


DIY tips for 
improving 
WiFi at home


Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for business








Enhancing Your 
Remote Office


The Work From Home  
Tech Bundle


Technology to  
Keep You on Track  
Right now, we’re seeing an unprecedented shift to working from home. And that 
means adapting to all new ways of doing business. By outfitting your home office with 
the right technology, you stay productive and on task, no matter where you work.  


Offer available exclusively through your  
Lenovo Business Technology Partner.


Recreate your office setup for maximum productivity and 
security, while saving big with our new, Work from Home 
Tech Bundle, which includes a powerful ThinkPad laptop 
powered by an AMD and a ThinkVision monitor, perfect for 
enhanced multi-tasking. 


The Benefits of AMD 
Why choose a Lenovo laptop powered by AMD? 
AMD processors deliver power and security, with 
fully encrypted memory as a standard feature, 
and up to 2x faster performance than PCs older 
than two years.


Did you know that a second 
monitor can increase 


productivity by up to 30%, 
saving an average of  


2.5 hours per day?1


ThinkPad T495 ThinkPad T495s
ThinkPad X395


Ready to update your home office tech? Contact your Business Technology Partner to redeem this deal. 


1https://www.business.com/articles/increasing-productivity-how-dual-monitors-can-save-you-time-and-money/


Get Your Bundle 


Offer valid in the US & CA through June 30th, 2020 at 11:59PM while supplies last. Bundle savings available for the combined purchase 
of a Lenovo ThinkPad laptop with an AMD processor and a Lenovo ThinkVision monitor from an authorized Lenovo reseller. Reseller may 
provide alternative options for products based on available supplies in stock. Offer subject to change at any time.


Lenovo recommends  
Windows 10 Pro for business


Partner Logo








Know the 
warning 
signs of an 
overstressed PC


When your machine gets too hot, it can cause 
permanent damage. Dust and dirt are threats 
too; home and other spaces are not always 
as clean and well-ventilated as purpose-built, 
air-conditioned offices.


So, what’s the best way to create a healthy 
environment for your PCs at home?


What’s the problem?
Two of the main sources of heat are the 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) and the Graphics 
Processing Unit (GPU). The harder you ask them 
to work, the hotter they get, which means that 
running multiple, complex processes at once 
causes your machine to increase the heat. 


Processors are designed with a feature known 
as “thermal throttling”, in which they restrict 
performance to extend life and prevent 
overheating, similar to the rev limiter in cars. 
If the processor is running hot, the system will 
automatically lower its speed. This will affect 
the quality of video calls in particular, because 
it’s a processor-intensive task.


All laptops and desktops are built with cooling 
systems consisting of fans, heat sinks and 
multiple heat vents. Of course, problems arise 
when the cooling unit is overstressed. So how 
can you tell if your PC is struggling with the heat?


• You’ll hear about it when your computer 
begins to overheat. The fan kicks into 
overdrive trying to cool it down. This can 
be slightly audible on laptops and clearly 
audible on most desktops.


• You’ll feel it too, especially if you’re using 
a laptop. The fan will start to blow extra hot 
air from the computer’s vents and the whole 
device might become warm to the touch.


• Basic tasks take much longer when your 
processor is struggling to cope. This can mean 
that programs take longer to load, or even 
cause fragmented images to appear on screen 
as the graphics card becomes sluggish.


The way you use your laptop or desktop at home can increase 
its risk of overheating and seriously affect its performance.


Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for business







Know the warning signs of an overstressed PC


Protect against overheating
Lenovo business PCs like ThinkPads, 
ThinkBooks and ThinkCentres have self-care 
designed in from first principles. We use 
US MIL-SPEC build standards that protect 
against extremes of heat, cold, dust and 
liquid splashes, as well as mechanical shock. 


They are also built to perform reliably even 
under heavy workloads, using innovative 
designs and materials that disperse heat 
rapidly and effectively.


• Lenovo ThinkPad laptops are kept cool 
by our Intelligent Thermal Solution (ITS).


• Lenovo ThinkCentre PCs are equipped 
with Intelligent Cooling Engine (ICE) 
technology for ultra-efficient 
heat diffusion.


• The Intel chips in our latest machines use 
AI ‘Dynamic Tuning’ to help keep heat 
under control. 


Find out more
Our high-performance Lenovo 
ThinkPad laptops are put through more 
than 200 quality checks, so they’re 
made to stay cool under pressure. 
For more information about remote 
working solutions, contact your Lenovo 
Business Partner, today.


Easy things you can do to solve the problem:


Lenovo System Update, available on all business 
PCs, will automatically check and update the 
system drivers and components required for 
ITS and ICE to function effectively. Make sure 
you install all the recommended updates.


You can also use Windows 10 Automatic 
Maintenance to optimize your computer overnight. 
It runs malware scans, defragmentation, system 
and app updates that keep your PC finely tuned 
for efficiency and reliability.


ThinkCentre 
M90n Nano
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ThinkBook 15


ThinkPad 
X1 Carbon Gen 8


Read up 
Knowing what kind of cooling system 
your laptop or desktop has, even at high-
level will help you avoid heat-related 
issues. Not all devices are the same inside, 
or built to the same standards.


!


Increase circulation
If your machine is next to other heat-
producing units, or surrounded by clutter, 
it gets harder for the heat to disperse. 
Consider tidying up your cables or raising 
your laptop off your desk surface using 
a stand or cooling pad.


!


Cool the setting
Air conditioning is a great way to keep 
your room cool, and it also removes dust 
from circulation, which is a double win. 
If you can’t control the room’s temperature, 
you can at least move your machine out 
of direct sunlight.


!


Clean up the dust
Over time, the cooling vents can become 
clogged with dust. You can try clearing 
these out by blowing carefully or using 
a can of compressed air.


! Reduce the workload


Close all unnecessary applications that 
are not in use. It’s especially common to 
have multiple browser tabs open, which can 
place additional strain on your system.


!









Providing power wherever,
and whenever, it’s needed


Work From Home
With A Workstation 


Prices shown are MSRP. For special reseller  
pricing, or for more information, contact your 
Channel Account Manager or Distributor today.


Why Workstation? 
Remote work shouldn’t hinder customers’ ability to conquer high level tasks. That’s why our 
mobile and compact workstations are engineered to deliver high-end, office-quality power, 
performance, and reliability—from the comfort and safety of any home office setup. 


Bundle Details
Use this interactive directory to navigate our Workstation Work From Home Bundle deals.  
Click to learn more about each offer.


At Lenovo, we’re dedicated to helping your customers navigate their evolving technology needs 


amidst a constantly changing work environment. We speak to experts every day—and have  


been closely following work from home trends. Now, in order to support your customers’ success 


wherever the job calls for it, we’ve launched Workstation Work From Home Bundles just for them.


ThinkPad P43s Bundle


ThinkPad P53s Bundle


ThinkPad P1 Bundle


ThinkPad P53 Bundle


ThinkStation P330 Tiny Starter Bundle


ThinkStation P330 Tiny Advanced Bundle


Accessories







ThinkPad P43s


Work From
Home Bundles 


Our smallest, lightest, and most portable 14” mobile workstation.


ThinkPad Pro Dock
40AH0135US


Premier
Support


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P24q Monitor (23.8”)


ThinkPad Pro Dock


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P27u 4K Monitor (27”)


ThinkPad Pro Dock


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


Configuration - 20RH000JUS


i7-8665U


16GB Memory


512GB m.2 PCI NVME SSD


Quadro P520 GPU


FHD Display


Fingerprint Reader


3 Year Depot


16GB Memory DIMM: 4X70W30751
3 Year Onsite + Premier: 5WS0V07092


MSRP
$2632


MSRP
$2982


P24q / P27u Monitor
61A5GAR3US 
61CBGAR1US


ThinkPad P43s


2
1


Pro Wired VOIP Headset
4XD0S92991







ThinkPad P53s


Work From
Home Bundles 


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P24q Monitor (23.8”)


ThinkPad Pro Dock


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P27u 4K Monitor (27”)


ThinkPad Pro Dock


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


Configuration - 20N6002AUS


i7-8665U


16GB Memory


512GB m.2 PCI NVME SSD


Quadro P520 GPU


FHD Display


Fingerprint Reader


3 Year Depot


16GB Memory DIMM: 4X70W30751
3 Year Onsite + Premier: 5WS0V07092


Get heavyweight performance in a lightweight chassis.


ThinkPad Pro Dock
40AH0135US


Premier
Support


MSRP
$2632


MSRP
$2982


P24q / P27u Monitor
61A5GAR3US 
61CBGAR1US


ThinkPad P53s


2
1


Pro Wired VOIP Headset
4XD0S92991







ThinkPad P1


Work From
Home Bundles 


Experience our most powerful 15.6” mobile workstation.


Thunderbolt
Workstation Dock
40ANY230US


ThinkPad X1  
ANC Bluetooth Headset
4XD0U47635


Premier
Support


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P24q Monitor (23.8”)


Thunderbolt Workstation Dock


X1 Bluetooth Headset


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P27u Monitor (27”)


Thunderbolt Workstation Dock


X1 Bluetooth Headset


Configuration - 20QT0019US


i7-9750H


32GB Memory


1TB M.2 PCI NVME SSD


Quadro T1000 GPU


FHD Display


Fingerprint Reader


3 Year Depot


3 Year Onsite + Premier: 5WS0V07092


MSRP
$3308


MSRP
$3658


P24q / P27u Monitor
61A5GAR3US 
61CBGAR1US


ThinkPad P1


2
1







Work From
Home Bundles 


Thunderbolt
Workstation Dock
40ANY230US


Premier
Support


ThinkPad P53 Revolutionize your work with this VR-ready 15.6” mobile workstation.


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P24q Monitor (23.8”)


Thunderbolt Workstation Dock


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P27u Monitor (27”)


Thunderbolt Workstation Dock


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


Configuration - 20QN002GUS


i9-9880H


32GB Memory


1TB M.2 PCI NVMe SSD


Quadro RTX 4000 GPU


FHD Display


Fingerprint Reader


3 Year Depot


3 Year Onsite + Premier: 5WS0V07092


MSRP
$4208


MSRP
$4558


P24q / P27u Monitor
61A5GAR3US 
61CBGAR1US


ThinkPad P53


2
1


Pro Wired VOIP Headset
4XD0S92991







Work From Home Bundles 


ThinkStation P330 Tiny Starter Bundle
Set your home office up for success with this one-liter workstation.  


Premier Support Upgrade 5WS0U26646 (optional)


Premier
Support


1


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P24q Monitor (23.8”)


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P24q Monitor (23.8”)


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


Configuration - 30CF002YUS


i5-9400T


16GB Memory


256GB m.2 PCI NVME SSD


Quadro P620 GPU


Intel 9560 11AC, 2x2 wi-fi


Traditional Kybd & Mouse


3 Year Onsite Warranty


Configuration - 30CF002UUS


i5-9400T


16GB Memory


512GB m.2 PCI NVME SSD


Quadro P1000 GPU


Intel 9560 11AC, 2x2 wi-fi


Traditional Kybd & Mouse


3 Year Onsite Warranty


16GB Memory DIMM: 4X70W30751


MSRP
$1399


MSRP
$1649


P24q Monitor
61A5GAR3US


P330 Tiny


Lenovo VoIP 360  
Camera Speaker Experience  
crisp calls and video
40AT360CWW


1


2


P330q


P330q


Pro Wired VOIP Headset
4XD0S92991







ThinkStation P330 Tiny Advanced Bundle
Get heavy lifting power with this upgraded workstation bundle.


Work From Home Bundles 


Premier Support Upgrade 5WS0U26646 (optional)


Premier
Support


1


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P27u Monitor (27”)


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


System Onsite Warranty + Premier Support


P27u Monitor (27”)


Pro Wired VOIP Headset


Configuration - 30CF000KUS


i7-8700T


16GB Memory


512GB m.2 PCI NVME SSD


Quadro P620 GPU


Intel 9560 11AC, 2x2 wi-fi


Traditional Kybd & Mouse


3 Year Onsite Warranty


Configuration - 30CF003JUS


i7-9700T


16GB Memory


512GB m.2 PCI NVME SSD


Quadro P620 GPU


Intel 9560 11AC, 2x2 wi-fi


Traditional Kybd & Mouse


3 Year Onsite Warranty


16GB Memory DIMM: 4X70W30751


MSRP
$2100


MSRP
$2138


P27u Monitor (27”)
61CBGAR1US


1


2


P330q


P330q


Lenovo VoIP 360  
Camera Speaker Experience  
crisp calls and video
40AT360CWW


P330 Tiny


Pro Wired VOIP Headset
4XD0S92991







Other Great Options


Accessories Equip your home office with modern accessories  
engineered to boost productivity.


Lenovo 500 FHD Webcam


USB video camera
4XC0V13599


ThinkVision T22v Monitor


21.5” display includes a webcam, 
microphone and stereo speakers 
61BBMAR6US


ThinkVision TIO 24 Monitor


23.8” display includes a webcam, 
microphone and stereo speakers 
10QYPAR1US


Lenovo VoIP 360 Camera Speaker


Experience crisp calls and video  
40AT360CWW
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Remote working is here to stay


The makeup of today’s workforce has changed radically. While it spans 
some five generations, the majority of workers are digital natives, 
Millennials and Gen Z born from the 1980s to early 2000s. 


The best devices in the world run 
Windows 10 Pro. 1 Lenovo internal research, March 2020


The new generations of digital-savvy  
employees expect a very different work style. 
The workplace is now where you choose to 
work, not where you go to work. And for 
that you need technology that allows you 
to communicate and collaborate, seamlessly 
and effortlessly, wherever you want. 


This move from office workplace to remote 
working has been underway for some time. 
IDC forecast that nearly 75% of the total US 
workforce would be mobile workers by the  
end of 2020.


That was before recent events, which has 
resulted in 72% of companies either encouraging 
or requiring their employees to work remotely, 
according to our survey1. 


And that also means it is here for the long-term, 
with 77% of employees feeling that companies 
will be more open to remote working once 
things return to normal.


So with remote working a permanent feature, 
now is the time to invest in the systems and 
methods to make the most of the new way 
of working.


Improve security by 
loosening control
4 steps to protecting the new global workspace.


IT challenges of remote working
As the majority of people now have to work 
remotely, there is a rush to make sure that 
the systems are in place to let them do so, 
efficiently and effectively. While there are far 
better tools for remote work than ever before, 
they are not suited to all.







Improve security by loosening control


There are some workers who use proprietary 
legacy software or use special tools, such 
as plotters or high-volume scanners. But 
IT teams need to be aware of a number of 
key issues when preparing the business for 
remote working.


Make sure IT is in control


One of the key perils in remote working is the 
same as the office—human error. Wherever they 
work, your people will make mistakes. They might 
click something they shouldn’t, send sensitive 
information to the wrong person or disable 
protections that get in their way. Most mistakes 
will be unintentional, some are not. So when it 
comes to securing the new global workspace, 
IT has to think differently.


New risks of unauthorized access 
to PCs and data


When you open remote access ports be careful 
not to increase the security risk and other 
consequences. Ransomware attackers are looking 
for such open ports. Make sure you configure the 
firewall to restrict remote traffic to known sources.


Demands on IT to deliver support 
for remote workers


IT service desks are under pressure as they face 
more calls for help from remote users but can’t 
simply ‘drop by’ to fix problems. Wait times and 
time-to-repair are growing as remote support tools 
need to be added or activated.


Better protection from phishing 
scams and user error


Email is likely to remain the main means of 
communication for remote employees. It’s a fact 
that’s not gone unnoticed by hackers who are 
using messages about current events as bait to 
fool people into clicking on links in malware. The 
message needs to be reinforced with employees 
that not all email is as innocent as it may appear. 
Companies should, as a minimum, insist that all 
remote-working employees use an antivirus tool on 
any machine connecting to the corporate network.


Need to secure devices on 
potentially risky remote networks


Remote working at scale presents a major 
security challenge. The network edge now 
encompasses all remote networks–from out-
of-office locations to home networks. Where 
possible, IT teams need to know that those 
networks are properly set up and secure.


Where company devices are being used, what 
processes are used to help prevent physical access 
to valuable company data? If personal devices are 
being used, what protection is there for preventing 
computer viruses and malware reaching the 
core network? 


Meeting the threat from this growing device 
sprawl may mean patching and securing 
remote endpoints.


Using a VPN to access the corporate network may  
also help security. But be careful that the sudden 
growth in traffic doesn’t slow performance and 
cause service interruptions.


4 steps for IT to safeguard 
remote working: 


Ensure remote access doesn’t 
increase risk


The first line of defense is PCs themselves. 
With security hard-wired in, there are new ways 
of protecting endpoints from attack, including:


• Encryption—self-encrypting drives protect data 
at rest against loss or theft.


• Infrared cameras—for security features 
like biometric authentication or presence 
detection to raise alerts in the event of being 
shoulder-surfed. 


• Virtualization—creating a virtual desktop 
infrastructure does offer greater security.


• Self-healing BIOS—that automatically 
restores a computer’s basic input/output 
system (BIOS) to a previously working 
version if it’s attacked or corrupted.


• WiFi security—detects and analyses, in real-
time, threats from unsafe wireless networks.


• Tamper switches—which prevent systems 
booting up if there’s evidence of 
unauthorized access.


1


Increase endpoint protection


Protect devices wherever they are, in or out of 
the network. Typically, it can take one minute to 
detect an attack, 10 minutes to respond and up 
to an hour to remediate, which may have 
to include some sort of human intervention. 
The new breed of endpoint protection solutions 
has artificial intelligence (AI) on the device, which 
protects against known and unknown threats 
in real time.


2







Strengthen security 
factors for remote 
access


Add two-factor 
authentication (2FA) as 
an additional layer of 
protection. If users connect 
to the network through a 
VPN make sure you are 
running the latest version 
of the software on all 
machines. If you have a 
security information and 
event management (SIEM) 
logging solution, be aware 
you will have to change the 
way it is configured. 


You can no longer simply 
block different locations 
as users may be coming in 
from anywhere. If you use 
the cloud, you may have to 
check that users working 
remotely have access to the 
appropriate bandwidth for 
the work they need to do 
and videoconferencing.


Allow for inevitable human error


Avoid potential employee mistakes that can make your 
business vulnerable, such as the non-compliant user.


They might switch off the anti-malware software without 
thinking, or they may simply be unaware that they and their 
devices aren’t secure.


• Look for the weakest link—endpoint detection finds and
automatically remediates PCs that are not in line with
company policies.


• Critical means later—no need to delay vital updates, they
can be delivered and applied automatically.


• Malware isn’t the end—even if an employee clicks on a link to
a phishing or other attack, it need not be terminal. Sandboxing
can keep malicious files isolated so they cause no damage.


3


Think security first


New technologies create different risks. The customer 
service app that has just been launched is storing 
confidential information that can be hacked. And hackers 
are getting cleverer about the way they do it. The malicious 
minded are harnessing AI to mount co-ordinated strikes 
that are more powerful than anything before. 


Old technology is unlikely to help. You need to have 
security built-in from the start of any new project or you 
will end up in security debt. Trying to retrofit security is 
ten times more expensive and not always successful. 


The best way to fight the new is with the new. In particular, 
the way to combat evolving, AI-based threats is through 
even more advanced AI and machine learning solutions 
for intrusion detection and threat remediation.


4


For more information about remote working solutions, contact your 
Lenovo Business Partner, today.
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Improve security by loosening control


Highlight potential traps 
It’s easier for hackers to target individuals working 
remotely, so it’s important to educate employees on 
potential scams. Warn users not to click on unsolicited 
emails and to only use official websites. Create a 
central online site where users can go for information 
about known problems, including links to national and 
international security alert systems. 


Update acceptable use policies 
This will help to cover your people’s personal devices.



https://www.lenovo.com/remoteworking
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Employees need to stay productive and 
comfortable while working remotely. For 
more information about remote working 
solutions, contact your Lenovo Business 
Partner, today.


BUILT FOR BUSINESS.
DESIGNED FOR YOU.


• Dual array mics and accessories such as
Lenovo ThinkPad X1 ANC Headphones
ensure everyone can be heard clearly


• 720p HD wide-angle cameras keep users
in shot and looking good


• Easy screen sharing within Microsoft
Teams enables clear, successful presentations


2
Sharp visuals and 


great audio 


For effective 
collaboration


• WiFi antenna design makes a big difference to the
connectivity of the device


• ThinkSmart View is a dedicated web conferencing
device to augment and extend built-in laptop capabilities


• ThinkVision monitors enable superior viewing
experiences, increasing productivity, and efficiency


3
Strong and 


reliable 
connectivity


For effortless 
multitasking


• Rapid Charge Technology juices up to 80% in one hour,
so users are free to move around the home or wherever
they are


• Sturdy and aesthetic materials to enhance durability,
and MIL-Spec testing if available


• Accidental Damage Protection (ADP) helps avoid the
IT expenses caused by specific kinds of damage that
are common while working anywhere


5
Long battery and 


device life 


For assured 
availability 
everywhere


* device dependent


• Meeting Hot Keys* allow users to get on calls quickly,
with dedicated keys


• Physical Camera Shutter, background blurring and
noise cancellation help to maintain privacy*


• Dolby Vision™ and Dolby Audio™ make for clear and
successful web conferences


4
Collaboration 


features 


For rich user 
experiences


• Lenovo Vantage helps detect and warn users
of suspicious WiFi networks


• Smart Power On with a fingerprint reader
integrated on the power button, enables quick
biometric authentication


• Windows Hello with biometric authentication ensures
that only authorized users gain access to the device


6
Non-intrusive 


security features 


For protection  
and productivity


• Lenovo business laptops are optimized for
Microsoft® 365, delivering productivity everywhere


• Microsoft Teams web conferencing and messaging
keeps users connected and collaborative all the time


• Windows WiFi apps help to ensure great WiFi connections


1
Tight integration  
of OS and apps


For great app 
performance


Working effectively 
anywhere
Business PCs running Windows 10 Pro, paired 
with the right accessories, are the backbone  
of working remotely. 


ThinkBook Plus


ThinkVision monitor


ThinkVision monitor


ThinkSmart View


Businesses are transitioning to remote working in many industries. 
Here’s what to keep in mind when considering the technology 


needed to make the change.


The best devices in the world 
run Windows 10 Pro.
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See how Lenovo technology can help you make  
the most of web conferencing. For more information 
about remote working solutions, contact your Lenovo 
Business Partner, today.


THE ETIQUETTE OF  
WEB CONFERENCING


The technology can help to ensure a successful call, but it’s 
important that everyone follows some basic rules of behavior.


Don’t be shy about asking others to follow these guidelines. If there is noise 
and echo on the call, your team will struggle to get the outcome you want 
from the meeting.


Connect early and 
make sure everything is 
working before the call


1


Ideally, wear a headset 
and mic


4


Tidy up – don’t let 
your washing be your 


background


2


Always mute your mic 
when not speaking


5


Keep noise around  
you to a minimum


3


Speak clearly, but not 
too loudly


6


HEARING


Avoid echo and feedback


• Wear headsets


• Always mute yourself 
when not speaking


• If using speakers, reduce  
the volume


• Reduce background  
and ambient noise with  
noise-cancelling headsets


• Achieve extra clarity from 
speakers with Dolby Audio™


• Prevent echo from PC  
speakers with Acoustic  
Echo Cancellation*


BEING HEARD


Speak clearly and stay within 
range of your mic


• Use dual-array mics to 
automatically maintain your 
voice level even if you  
turn away


• Wear noise-cancelling (ANC/
ENC) headphones to reduce 
background noise so you can 
be heard clearly 


• Choose a room without too 
much echo or reverberation


HERE’S HOW IT’S DONE


Lenovo ThinkPad X1 
ANC headphones
• Can connect to phone and 


PC simultaneously


• Hear voice call notifications 
from PC speakers even when 
not wearing the headphones


*Included with Lenovo Vantage


AUDIO


 


For any web conference, the basics of communication can  
make the difference between great outcomes and time wasted.  


Simply, you have to be easily audible and, if it’s a video call, 
clearly visible.


Light, sound, 
action points
Quick tips for great  
web conferences


Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for business


SEEING


Make sure your screen 
is optimized for  


high-quality video


• Use an anti-glare screen that 
minimizes the effect of  
bright ambient light


• Choose a device with Full High 
Definition (FHD) and Dolby 
Vision™ to ensure great clarity


BEING SEEN


Make sure you sit where  
the light is good


• Choose a high-resolution,  
high-definition (HD) camera


• Make sure it’s at eye level – 
check your thumbnail picture 
during the call to make sure 
you’re still in shot


• Sit in front of a plain 
background, or blur your 
background if your app allows*


• Face the window or other light 
source – a blank document 
on screen can help to provide 
white light


Lenovo ThinkBook 14
• 720p HD camera ensures  


you can be seen, even in 
poor lighting conditions


• Anti-glare screen with Dolby 
Vision™ makes conferencing  
easy on the eyes


• High quality audio


*Microsoft Teams, the Windows conferencing and collaboration app, enables this function


VIDEO








Enhancing Your 
Remote Office


The Work From Home  
Tech Bundle


Technology to  
Keep You on Track  
Right now, we’re seeing an unprecedented shift to working from home. And that 
means adapting to all new ways of doing business. By outfitting your home office with 
the right technology, you stay productive and on task, no matter where you work.  


Offer available exclusively through your  
Lenovo Business Technology Partner.


Recreate your office setup for maximum productivity and 
security, while saving big with our new, Work from Home 
Tech Bundle, which includes a powerful ThinkPad laptop 
powered by an AMD and a ThinkVision monitor, perfect for 
enhanced multi-tasking. 


The Benefits of AMD 
Why choose a Lenovo laptop powered by AMD? 
AMD processors deliver power and security, with 
fully encrypted memory as a standard feature, 
and up to 2x faster performance than PCs older 
than two years.


Did you know that a second 
monitor can increase 


productivity by up to 30%, 
saving an average of  


2.5 hours per day?1


ThinkPad T495 ThinkPad T495s
ThinkPad X395


Ready to update your home office tech? Contact your Business Technology Provider to redeem this deal.  
Learn More: https://solutions.lenovo.com/work-from-home-partner-bundle


1https://www.business.com/articles/increasing-productivity-how-dual-monitors-can-save-you-time-and-money/


Offer Details


Offer valid in the US & CA through June 30th, 2020 at 11:59PM while supplies last. Bundle savings available for the combined purchase 
of a Lenovo ThinkPad laptop with an AMD processor and a Lenovo ThinkVision monitor from an authorized Lenovo reseller. Reseller may 
provide alternative options for products based on available supplies in stock. Offer subject to change at any time.


Lenovo recommends  
Windows 10 Pro for business









Make Remote Work
Work for You.


Even beyond current events, today’s workforce 
is modernizing, making working from home 
and remote work even more commonplace. For 
some, it means saving money and for others 
it means working anywhere in the world or 
spending more time at home with their family 
and friends.


Adjusting to working from home, and 
successfully making this transition, means 
taking a look at our home work spaces, and 
transforming them for success.


For example, it’s important to get your 
environment right when you’re working 
remotely. An incorrect setup can make 
life harder, reduce your productivity, and 
impact your bodily health as well as your 
mental wellbeing.


So if you’re beginning to realize that you 
took your expensive office chair for granted, 
or you’re reading this hunched over a tiny 
screen, this guide is for you.


Office workers around the globe are having to adjust to new ways of 
doing business. And that means navigating new technology needs in 
an everchanging environment.


Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for business







Get comfortable with working from home. It’s here to stay.


Create a space that works for you
According to ergonomics expert Dr. Alan 
Hedge, “if the monitor is too low, you will 
crane your neck forwards, if it’s too high 
you will tilt your head backwards and 
end up with neck or shoulder pain.”


• A neat desk and environment can make 
all the difference. Research shows that 
cluttered environments can affect 
your work speed, volume and quality. 
Accessories can play a key role here. 


• Ergonomically angle your laptop 
and phone or they could induce aches 
and tension. You can use a stand to 
create extra space on your desk too.


• Declutter your workspace by getting 
your monitor up off the desk using 
an adjustable height arm. If you don’t 
position your monitor at the right height 
and angle, it’s easy to give yourself neck 
and back pain.


This could also be your opportunity to try 
out a stand-up desk, sitting on a Swiss ball 
or even walking on a treadmill. Studies 
show that standing at your desk can 
reduce back and shoulder pain, improve 
performance and engagement with your 
work – just make sure your computer 
equipment is comfortably within reach!


To find the right position, sit back 
with you chair slightly reclined and 
hold your right arm out horizontally 
– your middle finger should almost 
touch the centre of the screen.


Alan Hedge, PhD,  
CPE – Professor, Ergonomics1


Make work easier on your eyes
You also need to consider the impact of long 
hours spent working from a screen. Today’s 
LED TVs, monitors, smart phone and tablets 
all emit blue light frequencies that can damage 
our health. Without taking preventative 
steps, this can cause insomnia, eye strain 
and even contribute to retinal damage. 


• It’s more important to adjust the blue-light 
settings on a desktop PC as they typically 
have larger and brighter displays.


• Check to see if the display you are using 
has additional settings to combat this. 
For example, most Lenovo devices include 
Lenovo Vantage settings that include 
an Eye Care Mode that reduces blue 
light emissions.


• The ThinkVision S28u-10 monitor goes still 
further – its anti-glare panel scatters light 
and stays flicker-free, and its Eye Comfort 
and Low Blue Light certifications make 
for healthier eyes.


If you want to stay alert and productive 
throughout the day, natural light is best as 
it helps to regulate your sleeping patterns. 
Try taking a walk outside during your lunch 
break and when you come back in: adjust 
your screen to a warmer color temperature 
for the afternoon.


ThinkVision S28u-10 monitor


1 https://www.bmj.com/company/newsroom/sit-stand-office-desks-cut-daily-sitting-time-and-appear-to-boost-job-performance/







Having the right productivity boosters
Use specialized technology to help you 
accomplish more. Laptops such as the 
Lenovo ThinkBook are a great way to stay 
on top of work on the move, but you’re 
missing out on a productivity boost if you 
don’t add an external keyboard, mouse 
and monitor. In fact, research shows 
using an external monitor can improve 
productivity by up to 40%. 


To gain extra workspace add 
a flat screen like the ThinkVision 
M14 mobile display, which can 
extend your laptop screen. 


For detailed work, a display 
with high specs, such as the 
ThinkVision L27q QHD will 
help you work faster than 
on a smaller display.


To maintain concentration 
we also recommend the 
ThinkBook Bluetooth 
Silent Mouse.


Get comfortable with working from home. It’s here to stay.


Know when to unplug
Just because you’re working, don’t feel bad 
about taking a break. It’s okay to take lunch, 
take five minutes to give your eyes a rest, 
or even virtually ‘bump into a colleague’ 
for a catch up online. It can actually help 
improve productivity, as you come back 
to work afresh and can avoid burnout.


Learning how to unplug at the end of a 
day spent is one of the most common 
challenges that remote workers face.


Following the tips in this article will help 
you create a comfortable and productive 
working environment, but you should 
also take the time to enjoy the lifestyle 
benefits that remote working can bring.
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Learn more
For more information about remote 
working solutions, contact your 
Lenovo Business Partner, today.








1 http://www.bluelightexposed.com/#what-is-bue-light


2 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2831986/
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For more information about remote working solutions,  
contact your Lenovo Business Partner, today.


Our displays are built 
to enhance comfort 
and sustain productivity, 
within any workspace


LOOK FOR LOW BLUE 
LIGHT CERTIFICATION


• Natural blue light solution 
to reduce emission without 
compromise


• Anti-glare panel scatters 
light and reduces reflections


• Flicker-free screen with 
eye-strain reduction


• Eye Comfort certification


• Crystal-clear visuals in 
4K UHD


A few tips to reduce 
negative effects of
blue-light


• Get outside at lunch time. This helps 
to reset your sleeping patterns


• Decrease your screen brightness later 
in the day


• 5 – 10 mins every hour. Get up, 
move around, look away from 
your screen


• Change the color temperature of your 
screen to warm, after lunch


• Eye Comfort and Low Blue 
Light certifications


ThinkVision S28u


ThinkCentre M820z 


ThinkVision S28u


ThinkVision M14


FINDING IT HARD 
TO CONCENTRATE?


Lenovo Vantage 
is our application 


that helps you 
calibrate hardware, 
update drivers, run 


diagnostics and access 
customer support


Windows 10 devices 
offer a ‘Night light’ 


option in the Settings 
folder, for filtering 
blue-light. Use it 


to enable 
Eye Care Mode


USE INBUILT FEATURES 
TO REDUCE BLUE-LIGHT


Dial down display 
brightness to a 


comfortable level 
especially when 


working with 
multiple screens


TÜV Rheinland, an independent provider of technical testing services 
for product safety and quality awarded Lenovo with the world’s first 


low blue-light certificate for All-in-One desktop computers.


It’s important to be 
aware of blue-light 


emissions, considering 
how frequently we 
focus on screens


MAKE SURE YOU USE THE 
RIGHT KIND OF DISPLAY


A B C


Smartphones, 
televisions 


and computer 
screens produce 


blue-light


Blue-light is one 
of the shortest, 
highest-energy 
wavelengths1


Wavelength 
between 


approximately 
380nm and 500nm


Many modern 
devices expose us 
to unnatural levels 


of blue-light


BLUE-LIGHT NEEDS 
TO BE CONTROLLED


Too much blue-light can disrupt 
natural sleeping patterns


It suppresses the production of 
sleep hormone (melatonin) more 


than any other type of light2


Lack of sleep can inhibit creativity, cause 
irritability and interfere with focus


 


When you’re working remotely, you can be significantly more 
productive if you use an external monitor or second monitor. 


Managing blue-light exposure when working on multiple 
screens is a must. Here’s how you can make remote working 


easier on the eyes.


Managing 
display 
settings for 
eye comfort


Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for business








You need the right technology to get the best value from 
web conferencing. Without good connectivity; via wired, 
wireless or WiFi networks and high-performance hardware 
and software needed to support great video and audio, 
it will be hard to achieve the optimal experience.


It’s all about the app
Ultimately, everything depends on the 
capabilities of the app you use for your web 
conferencing. Even with great connections 
and hardware, you won’t get the best 
outcomes from your online meetings 
unless your app can deliver what you need.


Your app should be well integrated with your 
operating system and business suites such as 
Microsoft 365. This makes Microsoft Teams, the 
Windows conferencing and collaboration app 
included with Microsoft 365, the ideal option for 
anyone using a Windows PC. It’s already built-
in with the software they are using every day.


Making teamwork easy everywhere
Teams offers high-quality audio and video 
and has an easy user interface, which helps 
to encourage more people to adopt web 
conferencing as part of their daily routine.


During a call, Teams gives users big buttons 
for muting their microphones or switching off 
video if they’re not comfortable on camera.


Getting the 
most out of web 
conferencing
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Getting the most out of web conferencing


Extra functions to boost productivity 
There are also several handy options for 
screen sharing, whether it’s a particular 
window, a specific presentation or an entire 
desktop. The ability to send private messages 
to individual participants during a call is also 
very useful, and there is a whiteboard function 
that allows real creative collaboration. 


Users can also add third-party apps 
such as Trello or InVision to their groups, 
giving everyone access to essential 
tools in one place. With Teams, time and 
distance really don’t matter when you 
need to deliver a successful project.


Microsoft Teams
Intermedia 


AnyMeeting
Zoho Meeting GoToMeeting Join.me


Free Version offered


Multi-Language Support


Whiteboard Tools


Third-Party Recording Tools


Cloud Storage


Source: PCMag, March 2020


Here’s how Teams compares with other web conferencing apps: 


Teams for free
Some of the best web conferencing apps 
are available free of charge, though it 
pays to invest in a subscription if you’re 
using web conferencing regularly. 


Microsoft Teams offers everything you 
need and is available in a freemium version 
that includes the basics of audio, video 
and screen sharing. If you have a subscription 
to Microsoft 365, the full version of Teams 
is included as standard.


Note also that, at the moment, 
Microsoft is offering the full 
version of Teams for free, 
to help organizations who 
are getting used to remote 
working at scale.







The hardware is also important
Most laptops now have built in cameras 
and microphones, but they’re not always 
good enough for effective and productive 
conference calling. Lenovo business laptops 
are designed and built to work with Teams 
and they are optimized for communication 
when working remotely. The range includes 
models offering a variety of key features 
for web conferencing with Teams:


• 720p HD cameras and dual-array, 
noise-cancelling mics


• Dolby Audio™ for rich audio quality


• Keyboard Noise Suppression so users 
can type notes discreetly


• Acoustic Echo Cancellation, reducing 
feedback and echo between the mic 
and speakers


Getting the most out of web conferencing


Accessories make all the difference
If you’re spending more than three or 
four hours a day on web calls, it’s worth 
enhancing your laptop’s built-in capabilities 
with specialist accessories. The right 
accessories can enhance the audio, video 
and collaboration capabilities of Lenovo 
ThinkBook and Lenovo ThinkPad PCs.


Lenovo ThinkSmart View – 
dedicated conference device 
with 720p wide angle camera 
(with privacy shutter) and 
dual 360° microphone array 


Lenovo VoIP 360 Camera 
Speaker — portable web 
conference device with privacy-
enabled hi-res 360° camera, 360° 
speakers and multi-directional, 
noise-cancelling microphones


Privacy protection while 
web conferencing
A new etiquette is emerging around web 
conferencing. Having the right equipment 
and using it correctly is courteous to all 
participants because it makes you easy 
to see and hear.


• Mute your mic when you’re not speaking 
to reduce background noise


• Blur your background (a function in Teams) 
to prevent distractions behind you


• Choose a Lenovo device with ThinkShutter 
protection for the camera for assured privacy
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Find out more
When it’s working well, web conferencing 
can liberate everyone from their desks 
and their offices, keeping your organization 
collaborative, efficient and productive 
no matter what.


For more information about remote working 
solutions, contact your Lenovo Business  
Partner, today.








Always be available
We all need to have some basic skills in front 
of a camera and microphone these days. 
As web calls and conferences become standard 
practice, it pays to get comfortable with being 
on screen. Also, it’s good practice and simply 
polite to be clearly visible and easily heard.


When you and your team are working remotely, 
you have to make sure you’re available all 
the time. If you’re not easily contactable, key 
decisions could be delayed, causing deadlines 
to be missed and reducing productivity.


Protect your privacy
At the same time, privacy is a key benefit of 
working remotely. You can block unwanted 
distractions when you need to focus, like 
shutting yourself in an office meeting room 
when you don’t want to be disturbed. 


One of the big advantages of collaboration tools 
like Microsoft Teams, the Windows messaging 
and conferencing app within Office 365, is 
that you can manage how focused you need 
to be. You can block all contact, or allow key 
people in your project to reach you without 
being distracted by the rest of the world.


You will be involved in a lot of web calls and conferences 
when you’re working remotely. Here are some tips on staying 
in touch and maintaining privacy wherever you are.


The art of 
availability


Microsoft Teams
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ThinkPad X1 ANC Headphones


ThinkSmart View


The art of availability.


Gain the productivity dividend
A groundbreaking study from Stanford 
University demonstrated just how much 
organizations can gain when employees 
have the option to work from home:


• Employees work the equivalent of a full 
extra day or more


• They take fewer sick days and less time off


• In the study, the sample organization saved 
$2,000 per employee on office rental


Source: Inc.com, “2-Year Stanford Study Shows Astonishing 
Productivity Boost of Working From Home”.


Since the 2017 study, the 
technology for remote and 
home working has advanced 
still further. Web conferencing 
in particular has become 
standard practice through 
apps like Teams.


Stay present and visible
Visibility and presence are vital capabilities 
for collaboration and communication apps. 
For example, in Teams you can choose from 
a series of standard settings to show people 
at a glance whether or not you are available.


You can also add detail through your status 
message, such as “at lunch”, or “back at 
2.30”. This kind of clarity prevents you being 
disturbed unnecessarily and helps others 
plan their own time around your availability 
if they need to.


It’s also good practice to install the mobile 
version of your preferred app on your 
phone, so you can receive messages and 
notifications even if you’re not in front 
of your PC.


Get prepared for online calls
The technology you use makes all the 
difference to a successful web conference. 
However, it’s just as important to make sure 
you and your environment are all set for a 
successful call. Some basic etiquette includes:


• Look presentable – dress as you would 
for work even if you’re at home


• Sit in good light – facing a window, 
or in a well-lit space


• Ensure the space behind you is not 
a distraction – apps like Teams allow 
you to blur your background


• Speak clearly and keep quiet – make sure 
you can be heard when you’re talking 
and stay on mute at all other times


Choose the right technology
The technology comes into play once you’ve 
done all you can to prevent disturbance and 
distraction. Modern web conferencing solutions 
can help to ensure clarity and privacy even in 
noisy environments. The right technology can 
still reduce background noise and movement 
and make sure you can be seen and heard.


Here are some key features to look 
for if you need a state-of-the art 
solution for your web conferencing:


• Use an app such as Teams, that is 
optimized for audio and video quality.


• Look for features like screen sharing and 
in-call private messaging that make calls 
more productive.


• Choose a PC that is optimized for wireless 
connection and web conferencing.


• Directional microphones built-in to your 
PC help to eliminate background noise 
and improve clarity even if you’re not 
using a headset.


• For maximum privacy and quality choose 
a headset with noise-canceling capabilities 
and multiple directional mics.


• Use a headset such as Lenovo ThinkPad 
X1 ANC Headphones, which have Acoustic 
Noise Canceling to reduce echo and block 
background noise.
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Learn more 
 
For more information about remote working solutions, contact your Lenovo 
Business Partner, today.


Technology built for privacy 
and clarity
Software solutions like Lenovo Vantage 
can add additional useful functions such as 
Keyboard Noise Suppression, allowing you type 
notes discreetly during the call. It can also help 
to reduce echo and feedback, with Acoustic 
Echo Cancellation.


Vantage is incorporated as standard with 
Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon Gen 8 and Lenovo 
ThinkPad X1 Yoga Gen 4 laptops. They also 
have noise- canceling mics and hi-resolution 
cameras and are designed and built for 
integration with Microsoft Teams.


Create your own effective space
Peace and quiet are precious commodities 
these days. With the right technology, 
you can create your own haven of privacy 
and calm and conduct civilized, effective 
and productive web conferences wherever 
you need to work.









1  Source: Jon Peddie Research   


2  https://www.mbopartners.com/state-of-independence/research-trends-digital-nomads/
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Get the best experience out of remote working and 
unlock new levels of productivity with our range of 
specialized technology. For more information about 
remote working solutions, contact your Lenovo 
Business Partner, today. 


Remote working will eventually lead 
to more people working from coffee 
shops, shared community spaces 
and exotic tourist destinations.


BE READY TO WORK  
FROM ANYWHERE


ThinkVision M14 


of Americans plan 
to become ‘digital 
nomads’ in the next 
two or three years 
(2018)2


To gain extra workspace on 
the move add a portable 
display to your toolkit. It’s 
an effective and convenient 
option for extending your 
laptop screen.


11%


STAY FOCUSED  
ON YOUR WORK


Remote work requires discipline. It helps to set up a  
dedicated workspace in your home that allows you to focus.


To maintain concentration for yourself and others,  
consider a mouse with a silent clicking function.


ThinkBook silent mouse ThinkPad X1 mouse


Research shows using multiple monitors 
can improve productivity by 
up to 42%.1


ACCOMPLISH MORE WITH  
THE RIGHT TOOLS


Versatile and powerful laptops are vital for working on the 
move, but you can significantly boost productivity by adding 
an external keyboard, mouse and monitor at home. 


For detailed work, a large external display with high specs  
will help you work much faster than on a smaller screen.


ThinkVision P27u-10


External keyboards can provide more comfort, customized 
key configuration and improved ergonomics.


find communication 
and collaboration 


challenging


report not being 
able to unplug


experience 
distractions  


at home


Common challenges for remote workers


These challenges can be solved using a combination of 
specialized technology and learning new ways of working.


20% 18% 12%


 


Now that businesses across the world have been forced to  
adjust to remote working, offices have become less important.  
The real value is in staying productive, wherever you happen  


to be. That’s where having the right kit can help.
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Productivity 
boosters for 
remote work
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